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OUR VISION & MISSION
Our Vision: What we want to achieve…
To be recognised and sought after as a trusted leading voice, advocate and provider of
quality services to Tasmanians living with spinal cord injury and physical disability.

Our Mission: Why we are here…
To assist Tasmanians with spinal cord injury and physical disability to achieve their
desired quality of life by providing a trusted voice, improving choice, building partnerships
to enhance services, offering information and education and engaging the community.

It is with pleasure that I present the 30th Annual Report of the ParaQuad Association of Tasmania
Inc. to members, supporters, and stakeholders. It is a testament to all those who have been involved
in the Association for the past 30 years that the Association remains relevant, respected and
thriving. The core of any strong Association is its staff and volunteers, and our staff and volunteers
are the best!
The circumstances surrounding COVID-19 have tested our resilience, commitment and resolve and
we have risen to the challenge by adapting and not being afraid to change the way we operate to
ensure we meet our Mission.
Looking forward, the Association, through prudent financial and strategic management can
confidently plan for the continuation of existing programs and the introduction of exciting new
programs.
The reports to follow showcase the main projects and activities of the Association however there
is so much more that happens each day across the Association to assist members of the spinal
cord injury and physical disability community.

Carmel Clark
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CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT 2019-2020
Chairperson Len Yeats
What a Year

which has dealt the Association numerous challenges and changes, some as a
result of COVID-19 and others as we continue to evolve and develop the management of our everexpanding programs and business units.

2020 was going to be the Year we Celebrated our 30th Anniversary
an important and exciting milestone for the Association. It is a testament to the vision and
commitment of all those involved over those 30 years that the Association is still thriving and
growing sustainably in an ever-changing landscape. Hopefully there will still be opportunities to
participate and share in 30th Anniversary events however we are now very much in the hands of
COVID-19.
Notwithstanding this, I have been amazed at the resilience and dedication of staff and the
Committee over this very challenging and difficult time. Whilst we had to change how we operated
with weekly online Committee of Management Executive meetings; we have continued to operate
in an exceptionally efficient manner. PQ Tasmania Healthcare Supplies has had to adapt to many
operational changes yet continues to deliver a high standard of services to our customers. Our
other programs and activities have resumed operations with many modifications to remain
compliant.

The 2019 AGM

saw a change in the guard with the previous Chairman of two years, Roger
Massie, standing down and new Chairman appointed with David Carpenter as Vice Chairman. We
sincerely thank Roger for his tireless work and guidance in steering the” ship” over the last two
years. We were not lost to Roger who continued to be a member of the Committee of Management
along with Jim Busby, Jan Dunsby and Jodie Hansson.
It is with regret that I announce Harold “Bomber” Brown resigned from the Committee of
Management. “Bomber” has been a member of the committee for longer than he would want us to
mention. On behalf of the ParaQuad Association, I thank
Bomber for his dedicated service and input over the
years.
On behalf of the Committee and staff I would like to again
give specific mention to our Treasurer, Jim Busby for his
control of the Finance, Audit and Risk subcommittee and
his countless hours managing the finances of the
organisation and providing his expertise to the
Committee and the staff on these matters.
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The Ongoing Operations and Opportunities

for PQ Tasmania Healthcare
Supplies in an NDIS environment have been strengthened with a new management regime and
the introduction of exciting new products as identified by our valued customers.
Particular mention must be made to our extremely hard-working CEO who up until May this year
took on the added workload of managing this essential aspect of our organisation.
Under her management she has guided PQ Tasmania Healthcare Supplies (PQTHS) through an
extremely difficult and uncertain time resulting what is now a thriving, respected business with a
clear identity and mission.
This could not have happened without the commitment and perseverance of staff and whilst all
contributions are valued and recognised, I particularly want to thank Corporate Services
Supervisor, Camilla Winch for her enduring tolerance and commitment to the broader Association.
We could not have achieved the level of efficiency and organisation we have in the warehouse
setting and with our Association wide accounts without her guidance and dedication.
In order to build on the solid foundations, we’ve built at PQ Tasmania Healthcare Supplies the
Committee of Management endorsed the appointment of Dean Martin as Manager – PQ Tasmania
Healthcare Supplies.
Dean came to ParaQuad Tasmania from his previous role at Symbion as General Manager,
Hospitals. In this role he was responsible for his business unit’s strategy, finance, budget, staff
management & performance, supplier and major contract negotiations including government
agencies and state health authorities.
Dean’s expertise in these critical areas complement the existing skills and experience base at PQ
Tasmania Healthcare Supplies and provide us with new avenues for growth beyond the current
circumstances COVID-19 has imposed on our operations.
In the first part of our year, Physical Disability Sports Tasmania continued to provide a range of
sport and recreation activities for adults and children across the state.
As a result of COVID-19 the planned running of the National Wheelchair Australian Rules and the
Boccia Australia National Titles have been postponed until 2021. On a more positive note through
careful planning and budgeting a new fit for purpose van has been ordered for the Wheelchair
Sports Program.
There will be other areas of achievement that will be mentioned in this annual report and I will leave
it to those that were more directly involved to provide further detail, but as I mentioned at the
beginning of my report it has been very rewarding to see the actual rewards and financial stability
achieved under such difficult times.
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I briefly mentioned the amazing effort made by our CEO Carmel Clark in the work at PQTHS, but
this is not anything like the work that she undertakes in making the organisation one of the
pinnacles of the not for profit organisations in Tasmania. It has been my privilege to Chair an
organisation that has such a dedicated and passionate CEO who has kept the organisation
together through the year and continues to work towards bigger and better achievements. On
behalf of us all, “Thank you Carmel”.
In closing I would like again to thank all of our staff, the hard working an committed members of
your Committee, our funders and supporters, the Tasmanian Government, MAIB, NDIA, as well
as the other organisations and individuals who have contributed financially or given of their time
during this very different year. It has been a privilege to be your Chairman and I am proud to say
we have provided the best service we possibly can to our members.
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TREASURERS REPORT
Treasurer Jim Busby
From a financial perspective 2019-20 was a year of significant events and change. It included the
impact of COVID-19, the introduction of new accounting standards and gearing up for change over
to a new accounting system. It is pleasing to report an overall improvement in the Association
financial position and the achievement of some significant milestones.

Milestones Achieved
Despite the impacts of COVID-19 the Associations financial position (net worth) increased by
$140,000 year on year. This is due to several factors:
o
o

The resulting profit achieved during the year
The investment of over $100,000 in assets and asset improvements during the year
including:
o Yard concreting at Tolosa Street
o Replacement of the aging delivery van at PQTHS
o Purchase and set up of a new finance system
o The move of the May 2019 ILC Grant Funds to Accumulated Surpluses

The above mentioned ILC grant was for two programs, one being the Peer Support Pilot Program
(Propel), and the other for a comprehensive review and development of business plans for the
Association. This resulted in increased expenditure in salaries, professional services, program
delivery expenses, training and some administration costs in line with the grant income. The
successful establishment of the Propel Peer Coaching program was an exciting new achievement.
Another pleasing result for the year was the significant increase in sales at PQTHS. The
commercial business unit of the Association is an important source of financial income that
supports and underwrites the other activities of the Association. All profits go towards this purpose
and help provide for the long-term viability of the Association as a whole. Not only this
but PQTHS provides a state-wide source of healthcare products for our members and people with
disability.
The investment in a new finance system, NetSuite, was very necessary as our existing system
MYOB had reached full capacity. Availability of NetSuite, a significant upgrade in capacity from
MYOB, was made possible due our charity status and the associated discount we qualified for. We
have now migrated successfully to the new system, which is proving to be much more robust and
reliable. It also provides opportunities to develop greater direct ICT relationships with our key
stakeholders.
The other significant financial change during the year was the commencement of depreciation of
the Associations buildings. This was a recommendation from our Auditors and resulted in a
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$14,600 increase in our depreciation expense.

New Accounting Standards
In presenting the financials for the year it is important to note the impact on the reported result by
the adoption of new accounting standards, which changed the timing of revenue (income)
recognition and the treatment of leases.
Previously revenue which includes grant income was recognised at the time the grant was spent
or for the period/program the grant was provided for. Now, unless a grant is very specific and
prescriptive in how it is to be spent, what it is to be spent on, and when it is to be spent, the revenue
must be recognised when the grant is actually received.
This change impacted the way an ILC Grant for $111,000 we received in May 2019, for our Peer
Support Pilot Program and Business Plan Review that commenced in 2019-20, was to be
accounted for. Under the new rules it needed to be accounted for in the previous year, and as
such it is not shown as income in 2019-20 accounts, rather it is shown directly as an increase in
Accumulated Surpluses (the net worth of the Association). This is despite the fact the expenses
associated with the grant were incurred and paid for in 2019-20.
Leases are now valued as both an asset and a liability, and accounts for Right of Use (ROU) Assets
and Lease Liability are now showing in the balance sheet. Basically, the use of an asset, such a
rented property, is now recognised as an asset whose value reduces (depreciates) over the period
of the lease. On the other side, the future rents payable are now shown as a lease liability which
reduces as rents are actually paid. The two accounts keep reducing until are zero at the end of the
lease period. The impact of this on the accounts is that the lease expense is not shown as an
expense (except for interest), rather it is now shown as a ROU Asset depreciation cost. Under the
previous accounting stands our reported profit would have been approximately $117,000 higher.

COVID-19
COVID-19 was, and continues to be a significant challenge for many businesses and charities
and the Association has been impacted.
The Association has received government assistance in two forms, one being ATO Cash Flow
Boost in the amount of $50,000 and the other a JobKeeper payment of $36,000. These forms of
assistance have continued in the first months of the New Financial Year.

Major Variances Year on Year
In summary these were:
o
o

Reported grant income was lower than the previous year as the ILC Grant was excluded
as explained above
Improvement in PQTHS sales and profitability. Note higher Sale of Goods and Cost of
Sales go hand in hand
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o
o
o

o
o
o

Higher depreciation due to new accounting standards and building depreciation
Increase in leave provision, last year was low due to some long term staff departures
Lower equipment and maintenance cost as last year included higher
expenditure for PQTHS warehouse restructuring, and retail area set-up, and extra
maintenance for Glenn Moore Units
Higher admin, salaries, professional and program fees due to expenditure of the ILC
Grant
Salaries also increased as a result of staff redundancy payments
Lower lease cost as this is now part of the extra depreciation under the new accounting
standards

Cash Flow
As for smaller business and charities, available of cash to fund commitments is a critical
element of their sustainability. The cash flow deficit for the year is attributed to four main factors
and was not unexpected.
1. Last year was high due to receipt of the $111,000 ILC grant in May 2019, but being
expended in the 2019-20
2. The investment in assets and asset improvements of over $100,000
3. The transfer of $101,000 from our trading account to term deposits (Purchase of
Investments) with higher comparative interest rates
4. Increase in trading stock due to increased sales volume and a new product line.
Importantly and pleasingly our cash and financial asset reserves are in a very healthy condition.

Finance Audit and Risk (FAR)
The Associations FAR subcommittee met monthly throughout the year maintaining an oversight
on the Associations accounts and risk exposure. The External Audit of our annual accounts was a
challenge due to the COVID-19 restrictions and I thank our auditors for the work and assistance
they provided us, and I recommend they be re-appointed for the 2020-21 annual audit.

Staff Volunteers and Donors
As mentioned, salaries increased during the year. Full time equivalents (FTE’s) for the year
increased from 11.7 to 13.2 and include a number of people with disability or associates of people
with disability. Unfortunately, the staff headcount reduced in the last three months of the year due
to COVID-19 redundancies.
It is important to recognise that the success of the Association is largely due to the efforts and
dedication of the staff and volunteers working for us. This was no more evident than when COVID19 hit, and I personally thank each and every one of them for their contribution during the year and
the way they have risen to meet the challenge. I also thank our Donors and Grant providers for
their support and generosity.
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The Future
The start to the New Financial Year has been positive to date. COVID-19 continues to be the big
unknown however our PQTHS business has seen some rebound towards more normal sales
activities and our NDIS customer base continues to grow.
Physical disAbility sports programs have or are recommencing, Glenn Moore Units have reopened, and we have received BodySafe funding from MAIB for 2020-21, Propel funding for the
next two years, plus PDST sports funding from the Tasmanian Government.
Importantly the Association has a solid balance sheet with good cash reserves to weather any
future interruptions. The Association is currently reviewing its financial plan, and longerterm contingencies to ensure sustainability of operations in challenging times.
Finally, I thank my fellow committee members for their support and commitment during the year.
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PQ TASMANIA HEALTHCARE SUPPLIES REPORT
Manager- PQTHS Dean Martin
Firstly, a very large thank you to our customers for their support and custom over the past 12
months. The year can best be described as challenging for all associated with PQTHS, a period of
unprecedented and ongoing uncertainty bought on by COVID-19.
In the lead up to COVID-19 restrictions, PQTHS was busy planning for the move to a new operating
system, Netsuite. Move forward to June 30 2020, our retail outlet has been forced to close, how
we interact with our customers on a daily basis has been dictated by restrictions and some
dedicated staff members have lost their jobs. The Association has had to roll out a raft of measures
designed to enable us to continue to meet our customer needs while protecting our staff, stock and
customers alike. All this in a landscape of continual change and variable guidelines highlighted by
daily updates from our Premier and key health officials.
My next thank you is to all the staff at PQTHS, their unyielding desire to ensure our customers
receive their products when needed to maintain their quality of life being evident each and every
day. With their support PQTHS will emerge from this period a more focused and efficient business
able to ensure our customer needs are met and to continue to serve our community for another 30
years.
Many months ago, the Committee of Management determined that for the Association to grow and
serve our members well into the future a more stable and contemporary operating system was
required. After an evaluation process NetSuite, an Oracle program was selected. Thank you to our
customers and staff for their patience and commitment as we implemented this significant change.
The future will see us reviewing and improving our product range, management of suppliers and
improving our customer experience.
Warehouse staff have undergone manual handling training and a new Wave Rider machine for
safer picking and packing has been purchased, a significant investment for the Association but one
that improves safety for our valued staff.
A very special acknowledgement to all the team, for the extra effort from Customer Service during
the transition to the new platform, often managing competing customer demands and at all times
remaining calm. To our NDIS, Accounts, Administration and Inventory team for their unwavering
commitment, well done.
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PHYSICAL DISABILITY SPORTS TASMANIA REPORT
Physical Disability Sports Coordinator - Kevin Faulkner
2019-20 has been a year of ups and downs. ParaQuad Tasmania was excited to be selected
to host the 2020 National Wheelchair Aussie Rules Carnival and the Boccia Australia
National Championships. These events have been rescheduled to 2021 due to the COVID-19
pandemic. Other programs were delivered up until restrictions came into place that prevented
the Sports Team from accessing schools and other community facilities.

K-Sport (Kids Sport)
K-Sport program participants participate in blocks of a sport and recreation activities over six to
ten weeks. Participants enjoyed Table Tennis, Boccia and wheelchair sports at Moonah
Stadium. A K-Sport Ten Pin Bowling League was run in Devonport, Launceston, and Hobart.
The Boccia in Schools program introduces Boccia to students with physical disABILITY in both
primary and secondary schools. The program is designed to be inclusive so
classmates can play as well. Students with limited mobility can use ramps provided by
ParaQuad. Participation in out of school Boccia programs is encouraged after the introductory
sessions. The program visited five schools around the state in the latter half of 2019.

Boccia
The ParaQuad Tasmania 2020 State Boccia Challenge was held at Moonah Sports Stadium
on February 29 2020. Eight athletes competed in the titles. This year the Challenge
was reduced to a one-day event as interstate athletes were not able to attend due to COVID19. After some intense competition and fantastic Boccia the medals where decided by some
close games. 2020 State Boccia Challenge medallists were - BC1/2 Gold, Nick Milner &
Silver, Scott Claridge. BC3 Gold, Lily Kelly & Silver, Dana Devine & Bronze, Health
Mollineaux. BC4/5/Emu Gold, Ryan Stott & Silver, Minna Blaney & Bronze, Carolina
Ascui. The 2020 Encouragement Award went to Minna Blaney. Congratulations to
Dana Devine on winning her first medal at state level.
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Wheelchair Aussie Rules Football
ParaQuad Tasmania continues to develop and promote Wheelchair Aussie Rules football
around the state with games and training in the north west and south. The state team was
training under the guidance of Andrew Hopwood who came on board to coach the team. is
planning a competition later in 2020 with the plan increase the number of teams in the lead up
to the 2021 National Aussie Rules Carnival.

Wheelchair Sports in Schools
Wheelchair Sports in Schools is delivered to students in years 7-12 state-wide.
Students have an opportunity to experience the challenges of negotiating a wheelchair whilst
playing a court sport such as basketball and Wheelchair Aussie Rules. ParaQuad staff members
with lived experience facilitate the sessions with an underlying message of respectful
interactions with wheelchair users and other people with disability. The program is usually run
in conjunction with Bodysafe presentations.
Over 1000 students participated in Wheelchair Sports in Schools in 2019/2020.

Powerchair Sports
The Association was successful in receiving a grant from the MyState bank Foundation to
develop and implement a Powerchair Sports program, initially in Launceston then moving statewide in 2021 / 2022.
Powerchair hockey is a modified version of ice hockey for electric wheelchair users and is
commonly known as “Powerhockey”. The sport is played on an indoor basketball court rather
than an ice rink. There are two teams of five players, the students use sticks and a light, plastic
ball Power is now an official international sport.
Powerchair football is a modified version of soccer for electric wheelchair users. It is played in
a gymnasium on a regulation basketball court. There are two teams of four players (including
the goalkeeper). We are fortunate to have the expertise of Victoria Wardlaw, our Norther
Coordinator based in Launceston, with the background, skills and expertise to oversee the
development and implementation of the sport.
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WHEELIE GOOD GUIDE & BODYSAFE REPORT
Access & BodySafe Co-ordinator – Richard Jones
Wheelie Good Guide
The Wheelie Good Guide website platform has
been refreshed in the past year, the task of
populating the website has been hindered by
COVID – 19 restrictions. In 2020 the workload
will be shared with Northern Coordinator,
Victoria Wardlaw who has a background in
disability tourism in Western Australia. We have
now included venues, transport, and recreational
activities on the website to give more information
to travellers with physical disability.

BodySafe Education Program
BodySafe is the most rewarding part of my role at ParaQuad Tasmania. Delivering the program
to students in the at-risk age group and explaining the consequences of making bad choices.
The restrictions around COVID-19 reduced our capacity to deliver the program in early 2019.
Forward bookings are extremely strong and we are looking forward to visiting as many schools
as possible in the remaining half of the year. The BodySafe Education Program is delivered
through funding from the MAIB Injury Prevention Management Foundation.
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NORTH WEST REGIONAL COORDINATOR REPORT
North West Regional Co-ordinator – Rhonda Wilson
Over the past year we have continued to see expansion of our focus on ensuring individuals are
able to access quality information to support making informed choices, increased awareness of
healthy activity options available to them within their local area or online, and advocacy within the
area of preventative health access. We have also seen the development of the Propel Peer
Coaching program, which is now positioned to commence in the 2020-21 year. Some key outcomes
we have been pleased to see include:

• A successful relationship with the Connecting Care pilot project in Ulverstone, from which
continue maintain involvement with as the project is absorbed within the community(it has
gained sustainability)a permanent function representation on the Tasmanian Collaboration for
Health Improvements (TCHI), and through this platform, the Association anticipates successful
promotion of inclusive and accessible health and wellbeing practices and policy development
within the Tasmanian health care landscape.

•

The Propel Peer Coaching Program was developed, with Peer Coaches undertaking training
through The Pacific Institute in Discovering the Power in Me, and TP5.0 (Thought Patterns 5.0).
This program was developed with funding from the National Disability Insurance Agency, and
will expand in 2020-21, providing peer coaching sessions from people with lived experience of
spinal cord injury, for people with spinal cord injury. It will also encompass people with lived
experience of physical disability, and will be conducted state-wide, including in person and via
video-link.

•

In conjunction with the Propel Peer Coaching program, ParaQuad joined the network of other
state-based spinal cord injury providers for collaboration and resource share opportunities, in
peer led interventions. This is held bi-monthly online, and has contributed to discussion
regarding best practice, current research, and opportunities to connect with the Praxis Institute
in Canada.

•

Stronger links were developed with the Allied Health networks within Tasmania, including the
Spinal Interest Network of Occupational Therapists, the Paediatric Physiotherapy team in the
North West, and the Physiotherapy team at Launceston General Hospital.

We were also pleased to continue to provide information share from local providers within the state,
and specifically within the North West, regarding opportunities for healthy activity, inclusive sporting
opportunities, and leisure programs. ParaQuad are positioned to continue the work in the North West
and anticipate continued collaboration with other shared vision partners in the pursuit of providing
greater independence to people with a spinal cord injury or other physical disability, through a robust
peer coaching program, improved choices, strong partnerships, community engagement and
educational opportunities.
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NORTHERN REGIONAL COORDINATOR REPORT
North ern Regional Co-ordinator – Victoria Wardlaw
The Northern Regional Coordinator role came into effect 23 January 2020.The position is for ten
hours per week and is based in Launceston.
Activities undertaken to date have been greatly impacted by COVID-19 restrictions that came into
effect in March. We were able to achieve introducing Powerchair Sports held weekly at PCYC in
Launceston until sports programs were restricted.
During the period of restrictions, ParaQuad Association was successful in receiving a grant from
MyState Bank Foundation to support the development and implantation of Powerchair Sports over
the next two years, initially in Launceston and then in Hobart. Sessions are being held at the PCYC
on Saturday mornings and people of all ages and abilities are welcome.
The Association entered an accessible tourism project proposal in the Great Regional City
Challenge, which has resulted in networking and mentoring opportunities for me as the Regional
Coordinator. The goal is to undertake a forum in the Launceston area to promote effective
marketing of accessibility features within tourism.
We also connected with the Launceston General Hospital Physiotherapy group,and had the
opportunity to promote ParaQuad’s services to around forty physiotherapists. Physiotherapists are
a vital touchpoint for people with spinal cord injury and physical disability. The meeting has resulted
in several physiotherapists expressing an interest in volunteering with our Powerchair Sports
Program.
On behalf of the Association I have participated in several Zoom meetings and forums including
Thrive Tasmania which was offered to a diverse range of industry representatives in Tasmania.
It has been a challenging time for everyone due to COVID-19, and we have done extremely well
to adjust and keep focus on our core duties.
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OUR SUPPORTERS AND SPONSORS
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Committee of Management 2019-2020

Position

Held By

Chair

Len Yeats

Vice Chair

Dave Carpenter

Treasurer

Jim Busby

Public Officer

Jan Dunsby

Committee Member

Roger Massie

Committee Member

Jodi Hansson

To 27th February 2020

Image: Mr Glenn Moore (Founding Member)
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